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INTRODUCTION 
A great problem in animal breeding programs is the comparison of alternative methods of 
genetic evaluation (Henderson, 1975). Since the real genetic values are unknown, the 
prediction or alternative methods cannot be compared with the real values to verify which 
method is more appropriate. 
 
Computational simulation has become a tool largely used in recent animal breeding studies, 
especially in the evaluation of methodologies used to estimate variance components and to 
predict genetic values. There is a simulation strategy that uses a structure similar to the genetic 
material, being the determination of the trait made by the contribution of series of genes. These 
genes can present several allelic forms and change the genotypic expression according to a 
code of genetic expression specified by the researcher. 
 
Since the measure of traits is made in different herds, animal groups, years or locals, data in 
animal breeding programs are usually unbalanced. Then to predict genetic values, is necessary 
to know the magnitude of the genetic and phenotypic variances of the trait or its heritability. 
Usually these variances are unknown. An alternative is the estimation of the variance 
component and then the prediction of the genetic values in the same data set (Kennedy, 1981) 
 
Studies on simulation were carried out aiming to achieve a comparative analysis between the 
following variance component estimation methods: Restricted Maximum Likelihood Method 
(REML), Maximum Likelihood Method (ML) and Method III of Henderson, in unbalanced 
data with different structures and heritabilities. 
 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Data used in this work were simulated with the computational system Genesys 2000 for 
Windows, that is a Genesys update version (Euclydes, 1996) able to simulate complex 
genomes. It was simulated a genome considering a single quantitative trait governed by 200 
loci. This genome was used to constitute three base-population, in which the initial heritability 
of the quantitative trait was 0.10, 0.30 and 0.60. Besides the fixed effect of sex, the local effect 
was introduced with ten levels. 
 
Population simulation. Three base-populations were simulated. The genomic was used in the 
construction of three base-populations with a heritability of 0.60, 0.30 and 0.10, constituted by 
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1000 animals (500 males and 500 females). From each base-population, 20 male and 400 
female animals were chosen at random to be the parents of the three initial populations. Each 
initial population was submitted to the mating at random, with the introduction of different 
kinds of data unbalanced, thus producing four populations for each heritability studied. For a 
comparative study of the methods, different kinds and levels of unbalanced were introduced in 
the populations: a) data unbalanced in the number of descendants per female, b) data 
unbalanced on the local fixed effect, and c) totally balanced data.  
 
Unbalanced data. Table 1 contains the twelve populations, as well as their respective 
heritabilities and unbalanced data levels.  
 
Table 1. Identification of twelve populations, their heritabilities and unbalanced data 
levels 
 

Data structure  bbb bbu buu uuu 
h2  = 0.10  Hbbb Hbbu Hbuu Huuu 
h2  = 0.30  Ibbb Ibbu Ibuu Iuuu 
h2  = 0.60  Lbbb Lbbu Lbuu Luuu 

 
Data structure. Totally balanced (bbb); data unbalanced in the number of descendents per 
female (bbu); data unbalanced in the number of descendents per female and in the number of 
females per male (buu); data unbalanced in the number of descendents per female, in the 
number of females per male and on the local fixed effect (uuu). The letters H was used to 
indicate populations with high (0.60), I to intermediary (0.30) and L to low heritabilities (0.10). 
 
Animal model. The estimation of variance components was achieved by the REML (A), based 
on the following model:  

ijkijkjiijk easly +++= , 

 where  is the observation of the animal k, from sex j and local i; li is the fixed effect of 

local i; s  is the fixed effect of sex j; a  is the random effect of animal k, from sex j and 

local i and  is the residual associated with each observation . 
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Sire model. The estimation of variance components was achieved by the REML (R), ML and 
Method III of Henderson, based on the following model:  
 

ijkijkjiijk ersly +++= , 

where  is the random effect of the sire k, from sex j and local i; the others parameters have 
the same definition of the anterior model. 

ijkr

Variance components were obtained by REML (R), ML and Method III of Henderson, using 
the computational package SAS (Statistics Analysis System). The system MTDFREML 
(Multiple Trait Derivative-Free Restricted Maximum Likelihood) was used to estimate 
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variance components by REML (A). The accuracy of the three methods was determined, 
comparing the estimated with the true values. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 2 shows estimated genetic and residual variance components, as well as the real values 
of these components obtained from base-population. These results show that the methods 
REML(A), ML and Method III of Henderson had similar responses, inclusively to totally 
unbalanced data; however, the method REML(A) produced different results when compared 
with the others methods.  
 
Table 2. Estimated genetic additive (σ ) and residual (σ ) variance components and real 
values obtained for the twelve populations 

2
aˆ 2
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REML(R) REML(A) ML Hend.III Real 
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    Heritability = 0.60     

Hbbb 66.46 84.30 66.85 86.36 66.10 84.50 66.46 84.30 80.94 38.56 
Hbbu 94.91 65.79 73.63 85.29 94.41 67.64 93.18 68.63 76.56 38.51 
Hbuu 79.62 78.80 72.10 84.85 79.19 77.52 80.42 76.66 87.60 38.52 
Huuu 68.92 81.83 59.62 90.22 68.55 82.04 72.52 79.13 81.28 38.56 

    Heritability = 0.30     
Ibbb 64.81 249.3 57.99 256.8 64.43 249.6 64.81 249.3 69.50 163.4 
Ibbu 81.36 238.2 65.50 253.1 80.90 238.5 81.55 238.0 83.93 163.2 
Ibuu 61.04 251.3 56.85 256.3 60.69 251.5 61.52 250.9 70.24 163.2 
Iuuu 80.50 239.2 56.71 259.6 80.04 239.5 79.83 239.7 85.63 163.6 

    Heritability = 0.10     
Lbbb 79.18 908.6 58.39 926.5 78.61 908.6 79.18 908.6 66.45 651.1 
Lbbu 81.54 890.4 65.35 906.1 80.88 890.4 81.04 890.8 62.74 651.8 
Lbuu 59.47 915.3 62.37 915.1 59.00 915.2 60.43 914.7 68.04 650.9 
Luuu 85.31 894.9 68.72 911.1 84.67 894.9 83.86 895.9 65.37 651.9 

 
The method REML (A) showed more appropriate results to genetic additive variance in 
populations with low heritability. This fact occurred because it is not considered the complete 
relationship matrix in the sire model. When the analysis is achieved with the animal model of 
Henderson and Quaas (1976) and the complete relationship matrix is used, the estimated values 
condense the information of all relationship grades to obtain a single value of the variance 
components of the base-population (Sorensen and Kennedy, 1984). 
 
All methods presented similar results to population with high heritability and totally balanced, 
in agreement with Corbeil and Searle (1976), cited by Seraphin (1984). These authors assert 
that REML is similar to Method III of Henderson for balanced data. REML (A) was the most 
appropriate method to estimate genetic variance to population with high heritability and 
unbalanced in the number of descendents per female; however, this method showed divergent 
results to Huuu population. 
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The method REML (A) led to accurate values when they were compared to the real values of 
the genetic addictive variance component to population with low heritability (0.10). This fact 
occurred because the use of the relationship matrix is most important for low heritabilities,  
 
The REML (A) method can be considered the most appropriate to estimate the variance 
components for low heritability characteristics.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The genetic variance components, estimated by the method REML (A), were the most 
appropriate when considering low heritability traits and considering all unbalanced data levels. 
However, unbalanced data did not affect the estimation of variance components; different 
heritability levels can explain the differences verified. Thus the method REML, using the 
animal model, should be used to estimate variance components, when the characteristic 
measured in the population has low heritabitily. 
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